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Investigation of antimagnetic rotation in 100Pd
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High spin states have been studied in the nucleus100Pd with the aim of investigating the novel phenomenon
of ‘‘antimagnetic rotation.’’ A cascade of four ‘‘rotational-band-like’’ transitions is proposed as corresponding
to antimagnetic rotation, based on the observed spectroscopic properties and a comparison with calculations in
the configuration-dependent cranked Nilsson-Strutinsky formalism.
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‘‘Magnetic rotation’’ has been a topic of great interest a
activity in nuclear structure in the past few years. StrongM1
bands have been observed in the nuclei of the Pb and
regions. These bands, while as regularly spaced as the b
observed in well-deformed and even superdeformed nu
show very weakE2 transitions, implying a small deforma
tion @1–3#. Lifetime measurements confirmed that the def
mations are of the order of«2;0.1, in contrast to the time
honored concept that only well-deformed nuclei develop
tational bands@4,5#. The explanation of this apparent contr
diction was given in terms of the ‘‘shears mechanism’’@6,7#.
The regular level spacing of theM1 bands indicates tha
there must be a rotational degree of freedom. In case of
Pb nuclei, a pair ofh9/2, i 13/2 protons and between one an
three i 13/2 neutron holes generate the angular momentu
The particles are in stretched coupling and so are the ho
Their angular momenta form the two ‘‘blades’’ of a pair
shears, which gradually close as the total angular momen
increases along the band. The particles and holes mov
circular orbitals in the planes perpendicular to their angu
momenta. These loops of nucleonic currents are cros
when the shears are open. This anisotropic arrangem
breaks the rotational symmetry. ‘‘Magnetic rotation’’ allud
to these currents and the magnetic moment they create,
erating the strongM1 radiation.

Definitive tests of this interpretation have come from t
behavior of theB(M1) transition probabilities as a functio
of spin. As predicted, theB(M1) values in these bands dro
in a characteristic manner with increasing spin@4,5,8#. The
interaction between the loops, which determines the mom
of inertia, is due to a slight quadrupole polarization of t
nucleus. Calculations based on the tilted axis cranking~TAC!
model@6# confirmed this interpretation in a quantitative wa
@4,5,9#. A more phenomenological treatment of the she
mechanism has been put forward by Macchiavelliet al. @10#
who ascribe the interaction between the loops to the
change of quadrupole phonons. Their prescription provide
consistent picture for the observed energies, and theB(M1)
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andB(E2) values, and utilizes a few parameters such as
particle-phonon coupling strength, and the effective char
andg factors.

Associated with, and complementary to, magnetic rotat
is the concept of ‘‘antimagnetic rotation’’@11,7#. In this sce-
nario, the coupling for theA;110 case is such that two pair
of stretchedpg9/2 holes point in opposite directions an
gradually align along the direction of the stretchedh11/2 neu-
trons ~creating a ‘‘fork,’’ with the neutrons forming the
middle prong and the proton holes forming two symmet
side prongs; see Fig. 1!. Clearly, such an arrangement als

breaks the rotational symmetry with respect to the vectorIW of
the total angular momentum and, thus, leads to a rotatio
band. Angular momentum, then, is generated mainly
‘‘bending’’ the side prongs. In contrast to theM1 bands, this
arrangement is symmetric with respect to a rotation aboIW

by an angle ofp. Consequently, the signature,a, is a good
quantum number and the resulting ‘‘fork bands’’ have a reg
lar DI 52 structure, in contrast with theDI 51 sequences
associated with the ‘‘shears bands.’’ The magnetic mom
disappears in the symmetric arrangement of the cur
loops, which nevertheless specify the orientation.~The term
‘‘antimagnetic’’ rotation alludes to the analogy with ferro an
antiferromagnetism.! The experimental signature of ‘‘anti
magnetic’’ rotation, thus, is very small deformation («2
<0.15) and, at the same time, a regular cascade ofE2 tran-
sitions. This is a novel phenomenon, because in conventi
wisdom regular bands appear only if there is enough de
mation for collective angular momentum.

A most appropriate place to look for these ‘‘fork bands’’
in theZ,50 andN.50 region. To create ‘‘side prongs’’ tha
are sufficiently long, one would have to have two pairs
g9/2 proton holes. For the ‘‘middle prong,’’ one would requir
one ~or more! h11/2 neutrons. At the same time, the fin
configuration must be associated with a small deformati
This restricts the choice, basically, toN550–55: having
‘‘too many’’ neutrons beyondN550 would lead to deforma-
tions larger than suitable for magnetic rotation~in general,
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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‘‘collective rotation’’ appears to set in rapidly beyondN
554 in this region@12#!, while being too close toN550
would not readily bring about theh11/2 neutrons into the
picture.

Based on these considerations, the nucleus100Pd(Z
546, N554) is expected to be among the nuclei mo
likely to exhibit antimagnetic rotational behavior. In th
Rapid Communication, we present results of an investiga
of ‘‘antimagnetic’’ rotation in this nucleus.

High-spin states in100Pd were populated following the
72Ge(35Cl, ap2n)100Pd reaction at a bombarding energy
135 MeV. The experiment was carried out at the ATLA
facility at Argonne National Laboratory and the Gamma
phere detector array was employed in its ‘‘stand alon
mode. A 72Ge target~of 1 mg cm22 thickness! was evapo-
rated onto a 15 mg cm22 thick gold foil. A thin
(40 mg cm22) Al layer was evaporated between the targ
and the backing to avoid migration of target material in
gold. At the time of the experiment, the Gammasphere sp
trometer consisted of 101 Compton-suppressed Ge detec
The trigger level for the device was set to accept a minim
of three Compton-suppressed Ge detectors in prompt co
dence. The total data set consisted of approximately 23109

‘‘triple coincidence’’ events.
The level scheme for100Pd obtained from this experimen

is shown in Fig. 2. It has been constructed using stand
analysis procedures; theRADWARE analysis package@13# was
employed. The selectivity afforded by ‘‘double gating’’ an
the presence of many crossover transitions in the le

FIG. 1. The composition of the total angular momentum with
the configuration@4,1# given at different spin values~see text!. The
calculations were performed along the deformation path of this c
figuration. The individual contributions of valence particles a
holes are shown only in the bottom panel, where the precessio
angular momenta around the axis of rotation~which at termination
coincides with the symmetry axis! is illustrated. In the upper two
panels, the contribution of the two pairs of thepg9/2 holes and all
active n(g7/2,d5/2) particles is shown without specification of th
contribution of each particle~hole!.
04130
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scheme provide many checks of the placement and orde
of transitions, and serve to bolster confidence in the corr
ness of the proposed level scheme. The same holds tru
the multipolarity assignments which are based primarily
the analysis of the so-called DCO ratios. In our procedu
coincidence gates are placed on spectra from the forw
angle (32° and 37°) detectors, and theg rays measured a
90° and at backward angles (143° and 147°) are so
along the two axes of the matrices. The ratios,R
5I g(backward)/I g(90°), can be used to make reliable sp
assignments by comparing the ratios of the newg lines with
those of previously-knowng rays whose multipolarity is al-
ready firmly established. Supporting evidence for the s
assignments is provided, in many cases, by the presenc
crossover transitions. The averaged value ofR is 1.0~3! for
known E2 transitions in 100Pd and 0.5~1! for the known
dipole transitions.

The level scheme has overall good agreement with
most recent high-spin work@14#, but has been significantly
expanded. The level sequence of interest from the poin
view of antimagnetic rotation is in the negative-parity ca
cade and consists of transitions of 1071-, 1388-, 1582-,
1752-keV~marked ‘‘B1’’ in Fig. 2!. A coincidence spectrum
showing these and other ‘‘nearby’’ transitions is presented
Fig. 3. This sequence exhibits the regular increase in tra
tion energy with spin which is characteristic of a rotation
band. The moments of inertia,J (1) andJ (2), associated with
this sequence show a smooth behavior expected of ‘‘regu
rotational bands~see inset, Fig. 2!. In addition, the DCO
ratios for these transitions are consistent with anE2
multipolarity—the values for the ratio,R, are 0.9~2!, 0.8~1!,
0.7~3!, and 1.0~5!, respectively, for the 1071-, 1388-, 1582
and 1752-keV transitions. However, as described later,
lifetimes of these transitions correspond to very small def
mations associated with the underlying structure. Also,
though this sequence ofE2 transitions begins with the 809
keV (112→92) transition, the ‘‘rotational-band-like’’
properties expected for antimagnetic rotation appear onl
higher spins~after the band crossing; see discussion belo!.

In order to understand the features of this structure, c
culations have been performed using the configurati
dependent cranked Nilsson-Strutinsky formalism. These
culations are analogous to those performed for other nu
in the A;100 region~see Refs.@15–17# for details!. In this
formalism, the configurations are determined by the num
of particles in theN shells of the rotating basis@16,18#. The
energy of each configuration at each spin is minimized in
deformation space («2 ,«4 ,g) which allows the developmen
of the shape within specific configurations to be traced a
function of spin. The pairing correlations are neglected in
calculations. Since the single-particle parameters are not
well known in theA;100 region, standard Nilsson potenti
parameters of Ref.@18# have been employed.

The results of the calculations are presented in Fig. 4
compared with experimental data. The calculations indic
that the configuration@4,1# terminating atI 525\ can be as-
signed at high spin to the observed band B1, thus sugges
that this band has been seen up to termination. The leve
agreement between experiment and theory is similar to
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FIG. 2. Level scheme of100Pd obtained in this work. The widths of the arrows are proportional to the relative intensities o
transitions. For the transitions proposed as corresponding to antimagnetic rotation~AMR!, intensities relative to the 665-keV line are give
in parentheses next to the transition energies. In general, the uncertainties in transition energies are;0.5 keV and in the intensities;10%.
The moments of inertia,J (1) andJ (2), for the AMR transitions are shown in the inset.
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FIG. 3. The lower panel shows double-gated coincidence s
trum for the transitions in band B1. The upper panel shows
experimental ‘‘difference spectrum’’~see text! obtained by sum-
ming a number of single gates; the coincidence gates are indic
in both cases.
04130
one seen for terminating bands in neighboring nuclei~see
Sec. 7.5 of Ref.@16# for details!. The experimental (E
2ERLD) curve for band B1~see the bottom panel of Fig. 4!,
whereERLD50.015I (I 11) is the standard rotational refe
ence, shows the band crossing atI 515\. This crossing
might be due to either a paired band crossing or an unpa
band crossing between the@4,1# and @3~1!,0# configurations.
Due to uncertain spin-parity assignments of the side str
tures ‘‘B2’’ and ‘‘B3,’’ no attempt was made to assign con
figurations to them.

Under this configuration assignment, the angular mom
tum in band B1 is built by gradual alignment of two pairs
proton g9/2 holes, oneh11/2 neutron, and three (g7/2,d5/2)
neutrons along the axis of rotation. Figure 1 illustrates h
the angular momentum is built from the contributions of v
lence particles and holes. Already at spinI 511\, the h11/2
neutron is almost completely aligned along the axis of ro
tion and higher spin states are predominantly built by alig
ment of protong9/2 holes. This is consistent with antimag
netic rotation which is mainly generated by ‘‘bending’’ th
side prongs, formed by pairs of stretchedpg9/2 holes along
the axis of rotation. These holes account for almost half
the angular momentum available in the configuration. This
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larger than in the case of the proposed antimagnetic ban
109Cd @19#, where such contribution accounts only for a
proximately one-fourth of the available angular momentu
suggesting that the structure observed here is a better
ample of antimagnetic rotation.

An important consideration in identifying this structu
with antimagnetic rotation is the size of theB(E2) transition
probabilities. Unfortunately, because of the limited statist
for the lines of interest in the present experiment~these lines
are only a few percent of the intensity in the100Pd channel,
which itself represents less than 10% of the total reac
cross section!, a full DSAM analysis was not feasible. Nev
ertheless, one can discern the presence of combined lifet
~state1 sidefeeding! comparable to the stopping times of th
recoiling 100Pd nuclei in the target1 backing (;1.2 ps) for
theseg rays. This is indicated by a characteristic ‘‘oscillato
pattern’’ in the ‘‘difference spectrum’’~obtained by subtract
ing the gated spectrum from the backward detectors fr
that corresponding to the forward detectors!.1 One such ‘‘dif-
ference spectrum’’ is shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3. T

1g rays emitted from partially slowed recoils will show a typic
Doppler-shifted line shape with a peak at the unshifted energy a
high- or low-energy tail depending on the angle of detection. T
forward-backward subtraction, then, results in an oscillatory pat
with a width equal to twice the full Doppler shift@20#.

FIG. 4. Excitation energy relative to anI (I 11) rigid rotor ref-
erence as a function ofI for the experimental~bottom! and calcu-
lated ~top! bands with p52,a511. The shorthand notation
@p1(p2),n#, wherep1 is the number of proton holes ing9/2 orbitals,
p2 is the number of proton holes in theN53 orbitals, andn is the
number of neutrons inh11/2 orbitals relative to a spherica
100Sn core, is used for configuration labeling. For configuratio
with no proton holes in theN53 orbitals, p2 is omitted. The
detailed structure of the@4,1# and @3~1!,0# configurations is
p(g9/2)12

24
^ n(h11/2)11/2

1 (g7/2 d5/2)15/2
3 and p(g9/2)21/2

23 (N53)5/2
21

^ n(g7/2 d5/2)10
4 , respectively. In these structures, the subscri

show the aligned spin at termination. Calculated terminating st
are encircled.
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observed ‘‘oscillatory pattern’’ is quite clear for the 107
and 1382-keVg rays.~It is difficult to say anything about the
1582- and 1752-keV transitions because of the rather p
statistics for these transitions in the angle-sorted spec!
The combined lifetimes of the transitions of interest a
thus, consistent with a small associated deformation~any sig-
nificant deformation would result in much shorter lifetim
than those indicated by the present data; for example, fo
associated deformation of«250.2, the 1071-keV transition
would havet;0.3 ps).

The calculated shape trajectory in the («2 ,g) plane as a
function of spin for the@4,1# configuration and the associate
transition quadrupole momentsQt (e b) are shown in Fig. 5.
TheB(E2) values for the transitions of interest are 7.6–21
Weisskopf units and the associated lifetimes range betw
;0.3 ps and;1.0 ps. These lifetimes are in agreeme
with experimental estimates discussed above. Combi
with the experimental moments of inertiaJ (2) extracted for
the transitions of interest, one obtainsJ (2)/B(E2) ratios in
the range of 230–1120\2MeV21(e b)22. The typical ratio
for a well-deformed collective rotor would b
;10\2MeV21(e b)22, i.e., more than an order of magnitud
smaller. This implies that the nucleus100Pd exhibits a rota-
tional sequence although it is nearly spherical and, as arg
earlier, this sequence provides a good case for antimagn
rotation. Indeed, this value is comparable to that obtained
the purest magnetic rotor,106Cd @21#. In comparison, this
ratio for 109Cd is ;165\2MeV21(e b)22 @19#.

Evidence for antimagnetic rotation in100Pd is, thus,
provided by~a! the observation of a ‘‘rotational-band-like
cascade of transitions in which the angular moment
is mainly ('50%) generated by ‘‘bending’’ the side prong
formed by the pairs of stretchedpg9/2 holes, along the
axis of rotation;~b! the small deformation associated wi
these transitions, as evidenced by the limited lifetime inf
mation available from this experiment, and in agreem
with expectations from theoretical results; and,~c! very large
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FIG. 5. Shape trajectory in the («2 ,g) plane for the@4,1# con-
figuration. The deformation points are given in steps of 2\ starting
from the state withI 59\. The corresponding transition quadrupo
momentsQt (e b) calculated according to Eqs.~67!,~68! of Ref.
@16# are shown in the inset.
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estimatedJ (2)/B(E2) ratios ~in the range of 230–1120
\2MeV21(e b)22). Clearly a full DSAM measurement o
lifetimes of the lines of interest would be most desirab
Still, the combination of factors enumerated above provi
good evidence for this very interesting and novel pheno
enon.

While this manuscript was being finalized, the autho
became aware of a very recent report on100Pd by Perezet al.
@22#. The level scheme presented in Fig. 2 is in very go
04130
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overall agreement with that presented therein. However,
central issue of antimagnetic rotation has not been addre
in Ref. @22#.
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